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In this age of psychotropic drugs and brain mapping, it’s easy to forget how unprepared
we still are to handle the realities of mental illness. The Arts Club production of The Valley,
now running at the Granville Island Stage, wades deep into that conversation to become a
powerful, thoughtful and unsettling exploration of the complexities of love, the law and
mental illness.

The script, by award-winning Vancouver playwright Joan MacLeod, zeros in on a pair of
families who are drawn together by circumstance — a mother and son who struggle to
deal with the aftermath of a psychotic break and a young police officer whose wife is
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being swallowed by depression after the birth of their first child.

In conversations around policing and mental illness, it’s easy to elect villains but The
Valley doesn’t allow any of its characters to fall into caricature. Both the outraged mother
and the macho cop are drawn with specificity and empathy, but they are also flawed,
blinded to certain realities by different kinds of privilege.

Amir Ofek’s arresting set places the action on a circular cut-out of grey rock. The
design mirrors the isolation felt by the characters who suffer and their families who love
them. Though much of the story unfolds through individual monologues, the four
characters are always onstage as if trapped together on a meteor flying through space.
Between scenes, they interact in a kind of dream space, reaching out for help and
understanding that rarely comes.

Class plays a role, too, in a way that is so particular to the Lower Mainland, I have to
wonder how well it would translate beyond our region.

Daniel Doheny and Kerry Sandomirsky are perfectly matched as Connor, the troubled
young dreamer, and his overbearing but well-meaning mother Sharon. Doheny disappears
into the physical manifestations of Connor’s loosening grip on reality and many of the
most powerful moments arise out of Sandomirsky’s subtle but heartbreaking reactions.
There are moments between them where the tension is so thick, it takes the air out of the
theatre.

Living up to that is a challenge for Robert Salvador as Dan, the police officer, and Pippa
Mackie as Janie, his former drug addict wife. The last time Salvador graced an Arts Club
stage, he was flashing his six pack as the ditzy young boyfriend in Vanya and Sonia and
Masha and Spike at the Stanley. Here he takes on a role that requires bravado, comic
timing and a very intimate kind of vulnerability, all of which he manages well.
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Mackie, on the other hand, embodies her character’s humanity and her pathos, but her
performance never feels quite as natural as the others.

Though the production balances the humour and tragedy of the script well, Mindy
Parfitt’s direction doesn’t always quite hit its mark. There are a couple of important
moments that get swallowed by confusing blocking, and the second half struggles to
recover some of the energy of blown by an unnecessary intermission.

But there is one terrifying moment of violence so visceral it had me leaning away in my



seat. That and the script’s extraordinary subtlety are what stayed with me long after I left
the theatre and are what make The Valley worth seeing.


